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Issue paper
“Unlocking flexibility and synergy in electricity and gas supply systems”

Executive Summary
The transition to a low carbon energy system is creating challenges in multiple fronts. In the
electricity sector, this largely means accommodating a large share of Renewable Energy
Resources (RES), while for the gas sector, it mainly involves re-routing gas in a short period of time
to provide fast ramping response from gas power plants to RES fluctuations. Hence, with wind and
solar generation becoming a significant share of the energy mix, the energy system will face major
challenges to balance a higher variability in the power supply. In order to deal with the increased
short-term supply variability and uncertainty, the energy system will need to raise a higher amount
and different quality of balancing power than today’s levels. Raising the question, what is the mix
of supply-side flexibility options that will facilitate a large RES integration? What synergies will
emerge among different flexibility options? For example, by shifting energy through pumping water,
hydropower provides the much-needed flexibility that allows balancing high fluctuations in RES
surplus while gas power plants provide the required back up capacity in times of low RES
production.
Based on a long-term perspective of the EU electricity system, this issue paper presents an
analysis into the role of different supply-side flexibility options in the EU electricity generation mix
towards 2050. For this purpose, three defined cases (or scenarios) analyse the usage of the
transmission grid to share flexibility, the deployment of electricity storage options and other
technologies, and the role of gas power plants to achieve high levels of RES deployment. The
objective is to compare trade-offs between various supply side flexibility and outline key synergies
among them. We found that pursuing policies that strengthen grid capacity expansion and
upgrades are central to exploit different flexibility options across the continent. Gas power plants
are a catalyst in phasing out coal and they become the central backup source to balance an
extremely variable supply in 2050, which will likely reach curtailments in the order of 10%.

This SET-Nav issue paper contains four main sections. The first section provides a short overview
on background and objectives. Section 2 describes the modelling methodology developed as part
of the SET-Nav consortium along with the cases and scenario assumptions taken in the study. This
is followed by section 3, which illustrates the main overall results of the study. The section contains
figures that characterize each case, as well as, country specific examples. Section 4 contains a
more in depth analysis on electricity-gas interdependencies. It shows a country specific example
based on the United Kingdom. It mainly focuses on joint adequacy and security analysis of the gaselectricity nexus.
Note that as part of the SET-Nav case study (Task 7.4) “Unlocking flexibility and synergy in
electricity and gas supply systems” a more detailed report is available in Crespo del Granado P.
(2018). That case study report contains a more comprehensive explanation on modelling
assumptions, data used, and further analysis for the three cases discussed in this issue paper.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The integration of large amounts of renewable energy sources (RES) creates supply uncertainty
and balancing challenges to cope with peak demand. Supply-side flexibility options in the electricity
and natural gas transmission system can absorb short-term demand fluctuations and smooth
intermittent RES. Gas power plants ability to provide flexibility in a short time period make them
especially suitable for fast balancing. Additionally, hydropower production, pumped storage,
electricity storage and nuclear are alternatives for flexibility services and balancing. Moreover,
stronger grid transmission between countries with abundant hydropower reservoirs can open up
the inherent flexibility to wider parts of Europe, hence making transmission expansion an important
enabler of supply-side flexibility options.
The development of these supply-side flexibility options rely on countries indigenous energy
generation features, EU grid expansion and enhancements possibilities, technologies emissions
and costs, and on the value of flexibility for a given RES deployment. In this regard, to accomplish
the Paris agreement goals of a decarbonized energy system, what would be the role of supply side
flexibility options in the energy transition? How do they support RES deployment? What supplyside flexibility synergies should be considered at the country level and for the EU? Will this affect
adequacy? This issue paper discusses all these questions as they are related to the SET-plan
themes (European Commission 2017):
-

Modernizing the European electric grid and establishing synergies between the various
energy networks
Unlocking the potentials of energy storage and conversion of electricity to other energy
carriers
Providing the energy system with flexibly, security, and cost effectiveness

1.2 Case study Scope and objectives
The 2017 World Energy outlook (IAE, 2017) mentions Gas as a transitional fuel and an important
source on replacing coal in the forthcoming decade. Biomass could also be a complementary
source to the long-term energy mix as it has zero or negative emissions. Both options along with
flexible technologies such as hydro, batteries, demand response and others, will provide the ideal
decarbonisation mix for the energy transition. In this regard, the objective of this study is to analyse
the integration and use of electricity and natural gas supply flexibility options to deal with high levels
of short-term load-RES variability. Concretely, this SET-Nav case study focuses on:
-

-

-

The assessment on how load-RES profiles can be met at lowest investment and operational
costs. For example, highlight insights in trade-offs between various supply side flexibility
such as reservoir/pumped hydropower and transmission for electricity, and linepacks in
natural gas pipelines.
Provide country specific recommendations on usage and investment of supply-flexibility
options.
Assess the EU transmission expansion and upgrades to share flexibility supply options
across EU countries.
Analyze the interdependencies and synergies in electric power and gas supply systems
Provide system security/reliability indices for electricity/gas and the value of flexibility: Could
gas power plants compensate RES fluctuations without creating instability in the gas
transmission network?
Setting an integrated electricity-gas modelling framework based on capacity expansion
models to study substitution effects between the energy carriers.
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2 Modelling supply based flexibility options
2.1 Methodology: interlinkage of supply models

Figure 1: Linkage framework developed for the case study and illustration on models coverage

As part of the group of supply models participating in the SET-Nav consortium, we setup a
framework that complements the different models strengths by taking into consideration
corresponding model inputs and outputs. Figure 1 depicts the modelling framework consisting of
the following models:
-

EMPIRE models investments in electricity generation and transmission. It incorporates long
and short-term system dynamics by optimising investments under operational uncertainty, Skar
C. et. al (2016). TEPES models a detailed EU transmission grid and assesses its expansion

-

-

considering hundreds of nodes. Both models have an hourly resolution for operations.
EGMM and RAMONA represent the natural gas production, gas cross-border exchange,
storage, and consumption in Europe. RAMONA comes up with endogenous decisions on
investments in the gas infrastructure1 while EGMM calculates gas prices and demand.
Nexus-Security assess the reliability of the gas network in compensating the volatility of
RES. For example, it quantifies the reduction of operational safety margins when line pack
in natural gas pipelines absorbs short-term demand fluctuations. It provides an
interdependence assessment on security between gas and electricity.

All models geographical coverage takes into consideration the continental European Union
countries plus Switzerland and Norway, and some Balkan states. The models represent a planning
horizon towards 2050. That is, representing infrastructure developments from 2015 to 2050.
Regarding the linkage and flow of information between models, the designed logic is as follows:
-

-

EMPIRE is at the centre of the case study. EMPIRE determines the generation mix and the
flexibility supply options, i.e. investments in electricity generation and transmission
expansion
EGMM provides gas prices for EMPIRE and RAMONA1.

1

We defined Projects of Common Interest as part of another SET-Nav case study focused on the gas infrastructure.
EGMM and RAMONA exchanged information on gas prices and demand for this case study. Both models assessed
gas production costs and other gas infrastructure developments towards 2050; see Kotek, P. et. al (2017).
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-

-

Due to EMPIRE transmission expansion investments do not take into consideration a detail
representation of the power system, TEPES computes the optimal operation of the system
in each EMPIRE investment period and determines the network reinforcements along with
the annualized cost of each reinforcement.
Nexus-Security receives information from EMPIRE and RAMONA. This is mainly the
capacity energy mix for electricity along with the cross-border electricity change among EU
countries. Since the highly specialization nature of Nexus-Security model requires
significant amount of technological detail and therefore significant computational effort, the
gas-electricity interdependency analyses focuses on specific countries.

2.2 Cases to analyse supply flexibility options
To analyse the performance and evolution of different supply flexibility options towards 2050, three
designed cases have the following assumptions and definitions:
i. Flexi-Grid: This case analyses the flexibility coming from grid expansion decisions.
EMPIRE/TEPES determine investment decisions on grid expansion and others.
ii. Flexi-1: For this case, the flexibility analysis centres on the role of electricity storage
technologies along with some expansion of the gas thermal system and others.
iii. Flexi-2: It is a case specifically focused on the value of the gas infrastructure to supply
flexibility to the electricity sector. It analyses gas-electricity interdependencies.
Since the main objective in the design of this study is to investigate the role of supply-flexibility
options in a world with large RES deployment, for all these analyses, the electricity models adopted
certain modifications and assumptions. For instance, all models use PRIMES data under the
decarbonisation scenario EUCO 27 (European Commission 2017). The models implementation
assumes that the prospects of nuclear development will undergo no major expansions in all
analyses and that the evolution of CCS technologies does not occur. These assumptions create
the need for higher RES investments in EMPIRE - an outcome shared to all other models. Hence,
for each individual assessment, EMPIRE/TEPES decisions on capacities for transmission and
generation will create different conditions on the need to invest and use certain supply based
flexibility technologies. Therefore, in order to study different supply flexibility options, we restrict
grid expansion for Flexi-1 and Flexi-2. Such a situation leads to focus on investing in other supply
flexibility options instead of relying on grid flexibility. For example, focusing on storage technologies
and gas for Flexi-1 and Flexi-2, respectively. Moreover, for a further understanding on supply
flexibility options coming from the gas-electricity nexus, in Flexi-2 we assume that electricity storage
is expensive and hence EMPIRE endogenous investments prioritize its interdependency to the gas
infrastructure.

2.3 Models implementation details and background
For the three cases, we use the PRIMES decarbonisation case (see E3MLab and IIASA, 2016)
because it has two major differences from the reference case: The demand for electricity is higher
and the price of carbon is higher. The main effect this has on EMPIRE is that the need for
investments is higher, and that the generation mix is forced to be cleaner. This means that much
more RES will be deployed, which increases the requirements for flexibility to balance the
intermittent production.
As part of the SET-Nav project, all the models used in this case study underwent different
extensions on their modelling capabilities as well as major updates on their data sets. Some of
these changes and other details are documented in Sensfuss, F. et. al. (2017). For further
implementation notes and details, refer to the case study report (Crespo del Granado P. et. al.,
2018) which complements and extends the work presented in this issue paper.
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3 Insights on supply flexibility options for EU
3.1 Overall results
The EU calculated electricity capacity and generation mix notes among the three cases have an
interesting mix of technologies. Figure 2 illustrates these results as the aggregated Europe
generation and capacity mixes in TWh.

Figure 2: EU aggregated capacity and generation (TWh) mixes calculated for the three cases.

Flexi-Grid’s capacity mix is affected by transmission capacity expansion. High shares of RES are
possible thanks to the flexibility offered by transmission expansion. By comparing it to Flexi-2, we
notice that the lack of transmission expansion and storage clearly decreases the profitability of
solar, while in Flexi-1 there is no noticeable effects on solar deployment. Since there is no
transmission capacity expansion in Flexi-1, this implies that hourly flexibility of solar is more
important than spatial flexibility across countries. Therefore, in Flexi-1 and Flexi-2 there is a
stronger need of backup capacity from storage (Hydro or battery), gas and biomass plants.
This effect is less noticeable in Flexi-1’s generation and capacity mix, which have a similar trend to
Flexi-Grid. Therefore, RES in the system is cost-effective partially due to transmission and partially
due to electricity storage and small effects from demand response flexibility. Indeed, demand
response supports the integration of RES in Flexi-Grid and Flexi-1, with slightly more capacity in
Flexi-1. Since demand response and storage expansion is limited in Flexi-2, the RES share is
lower. Moreover, note that in Flexi-2, because solar generation has a lower share of the energy
mix, wind power capacity is higher (especially offshore wind) than in the other cases, making the
system cost higher (see Table 1).
A common trend in the three cases is the need of gas based generation plants as a transitional fuel
to achieve emission reductions in 2050. In Flexi-1, the gas generation is slightly higher than in FlexiGrid in 2030, and stays higher in Flexi-1 than in Flexi-grid until 2050. Gas replaces coal and lignite
plants from 2015 until 2030. The price of gas relative to coal price is determinant in this case. The
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gas prices obtained from the model EGMM are country specific. The result is that a coal rebound
is not cost effective in this period.
From 2030, gas declines progressively its annual generation in favour of solar PV and wind. The
gas abatement is much slower in Flexi-2 than in Flexi-1 and Flexi-Grid towards 2050. This is due
to there is less flexibility compared to Flexi-Grid and Flexi-1, i.e., limited expansion of storage and
grid capacities. Note that, the relative differences in gas-fired power plants capacities among the
three cases are not that significant, while the generation mix differences are more pronounced. In
other words, the capacity factors of those plants are higher in settings with low RES production, no
battery storage available and low transmission capacity. We also observed that hydropower stays
stable in the strategic horizon due to the expansion limitations across Europe. Therefore,
hydropower does not change from case to case.

3.2 Flexibility and adequacy under a high RES deployment
Table 1: Summary of main results and key metrics (EU aggregated) for each case under different years
Case

Flexi
1

Flexi
2

Flexi
Grid

2025

Average
electricity
cost
(€/MWh)
54.8

Generation
adequacy
with RES
(%)
182.9

Generation
adequacy
without
RES (%)
104.3

% of RES
generation

% of Gas
generation

% of storage
generation
& capacity

Emissions
(MtCO2)

2035

64.7

290.5

89.0

22.5

42.30

0.06 & 4.9

702.5

1.6

45.6

31.05

0.34 & 7.7

384.6

23.3

2050

81.4

500.9

80.7

74.9

7.29

1.67 & 18.2

97.0

480.3

2025

55.0

183.8

105.9

22.2

42.91

0.05 & 4.9

703.9

1.7

2035

66.0

2050

91.5

264.9

97.8

38.6

36.43

0.17 & 3.3

434.6

22.6

434.6

105.4

64.0

8.35

0.27 & 1.8

107.9

484.4

2025

54.6

184.1

101.0

24.2

40.61

0.05 & 4.9

682.0

1

2035

63.0

299.7

83.2

50.4

26.21

0.38 & 8.5

327.4

19.2

2050

74.2

484.4

75.8

77.0

5.90

1.42 & 16.1

78.6

406.8

Year

Curtailment
(TWh)

The trends observed in Fig. 2 are highlighted further on the detailed results in Table 1. Note that,
on one hand, ‘Generation adequacy with RES’ is the percentage ratio of the total generation
capacity and the year’s peak demand. On the other hand, ‘generation adequacy without RES’ is
the percentage ratio of the total conventional generation capacity and the year’s peak demand. It
measures the capability of covering peak demand with the non-RES generation portfolio. This
adequacy measures for the three cases exhibit a higher conventional generation portfolio in Flexi2 than in Flexi-1 and Flexi-Grid. For instance, the generation adequacy without RES for Flexi-2
does not decrease from 2025 to 2050 compared to the other cases. This highlights that cases with
grid expansion (Flexi-Grid) or storage expansion (Flexi-1) require less conventional capacity to
cover peak demand, i.e. generation adequacy values at 80.7% and 75.8%. Moreover, these
adequacy measures are in line with the average electricity cost. In Flexi-Grid the 2050 average
electricity cost is the lowest with 74.2€/MWh, while in the other cases reaches 81.4€/MWh and
91.5€/MWh. That is because of the higher needs of conventional capacity in Flexi-1 and Flexi-2. In
particular, more gas generation with 8.6% and 12.5% respectively
In short, renewables are favoured in the mix, but this requires the necessary flexibility options to
be deployed along with them. Gas works as an intermediate solution for firm capacity, but towards
the end of the analysis horizon it is a highly limited option. That is, as in Figure 2, the trend is
increasing RES generation and less gas generation from 2025 to 2050 in all cases. These trends
are due to increasing fuel and carbon prices towards 2050, which calls for other flexibility options
to support RES integration, such as storage deployment. In this regard, storage charging / capacity
has a major role in Flexi-Grid and Flexi-1 in 2050, storing 1.67% and 1.42% of generated energy.
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Without expansion of the storage pumped hydro stations or batteries, as in Flexi-2, the annual
stored energy would be 0.27%. Therefore, the cases different mix of flexibility options not only
impacts RES deployment but also curtailments. For instance, Flexi-Grid, even with more RES
capacity than the other cases, differs from the other cases in 80TWh in 2050 since storage and
transmission is available. Despite the available storage capacities in Flexi-Grid, there is 406.8TWh
from renewables that are not absorbed by the system.

3.3 Peak time flexibility: country specific examples and the EU
The short-term dispatch decisions in each country influence the generation mix determined for the
three cases. In this regard, Figure 3 illustrates the operations of the top 200 peak time hours under
the Flexi-2 case for Belgium and Germany. For these load curves, the hours are sort out from
largest to smallest peak hour for 2025 and 2050. We highlight the following observations:
-

-

Gas power plants play a strong transitional role: Gas usage is primarily base-load in 2025
while in 2050 the main use is for balancing support. This diminishes its utilization factor
greatly (i.e. gas capacity factor from 65% in 2025 to 15% in 2050), but its synergy and
flexibility with other technologies in 2050 contributes to integrate a large RES share.
Nuclear and coal: As part of the cases assumption, no nuclear development projections are
expected. Coal is still important for Germany in medium-load operations in 2025.
Storage and hydro become key flexibility providers when there is lack of RES generation.
The load curves clearly note their involvement in periods of low solar availability.
Towards 2050 biomass, emerges as a key flexibility source in part due to the high emission
costs of other technologies and due to its synergy with gas power plants.
Interconnection support and curtailment: In 2025, interdependency on importing generation
for medium-to-high peak demand among countries is notoriously different compared to
2050. In addition, curtailments increase from practically nothing (2025) to 11% (2050).

Figure 3: Load curves (highest peaks only in MWh) for Belgium and Germany for the Flexi-2 case.
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To understand better the countries cooperation in sharing supply flexibility options under extreme
peak demand periods, Fig. 4 shows the overall generation mix (pie charts) for selected years and
countries. The country colour’s intensity reflects the amount of import dependency (red) or the
country’s extra generation availability for exports (blue). For example, observe that under the Flexigrid case, countries dependency increase greatly due to a stronger transmission capacity. This is
evident compared to Flexi-2, in which countries are more self-sufficient due to there is more
indigenous flexibility options and less RES share in the mix.

2025 Flexi-Grid

2025 Flexi-2

2050 Flexi-Grid

2050 Flexi-2

Figure 4: Case results: Pie charts show the country generation. Red coloured countries reflect the need
for imports in the highest peak demand (winter) while blue notes the country as exporter in that period.
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4 Interdependencies in electric power and gas
supply systems
As mentioned earlier, in order to display a detailed analysis on the gas-electricity interdependency
we focus on a specific country electrical and gas networks. We perform three reliability and flexibility
analyses for the United Kingdom (UK) to study the 2025, the 2035 and the 2050 scenario under
the Flexi-2 case. The points of connection between the electrical and the gas systems are the gasfired power plants (GFPP) and the electrical compressors, as shown in Figure 5.

Node 43

Figure 5: The electrical (green) and gas (red) networks of UK (Antenucci A. and Sansavini G. 2017).

The Nexus Security model (Antenucci A. and Sansavini G. 2017) analyses the adequacy of the
coupled electric and gas networks by quantifying their ability to satisfy the electric and gas demands
upon the occurrence of contingencies, for example GFPP and gas compressor failures. To perform
the adequacy analyses, the operations of the coupled electrical and gas grids are represented as
a generation scheduling problem that considers the electrical and gas system operational and
physical constraints.
A transient, one-dimensional model represents the gas flow within a pipeline (Antenucci A. and
Sansavini G. 2017). The electrical system is modelled as a unit commitment problem. The
integrated models allow the introduction of initial disruptive contingencies, such as line
disconnections, power plant (PP) failures and compressors shutdown, and evaluates the state of
the system by computing the power flow within the electrical lines, the generator set points, the
RES curtailments, the gas and the electric load shedding.
For each year scenario, the UK energy mix, the hourly electrical demand, the RES maximum
output, the storages units charge and discharge schedules are calculated by the EMPIRE model.
The Nexus security model uses these inputs. For each scenario, one day that comprises the largest
load demand, occurring at the respective scenario year is considered. Non-electrical gas demands
are taken from Malins (2017) and are in line with the averaged gas demands given by the PRIMES
decarbonisation scenario (implemented in EMPIRE and Ramona models, see EUCO27 scenario
in E3MLab and IIASA 2016). Furthermore, the worst, i.e. lowest generation outputs from RES are
considered for the analyses. Overall, the reliability analyses of all scenarios (2025, 2035, 2050) are
performed for the most severe and unlikely predictions given by the EMPIRE model. Note that in
all scenarios the EMPIRE model prioritizes the GFPP’s as the flexibility providers in the power
system with high penetration of RES.
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4.1 Adequacy and gas-electricity flexibility analyses
The goal of the adequacy analyses is to determine if there is enough capacity in the coupled
electrical and gas systems to supply the demand even for the most unexpected circumstance, i.e.
a period (day) with the lowest RES generation profile and the highest electrical load and gas
demands. Herein the adequacy analyses are performed for the energy mix at 2025, 2035 and 2050.

4.1.1 2025 and 2035 scenarios
The 2025 analyses show that load shedding occurs during hours 16-23 (Figure 6), with a maximum
hourly load shedding of 4.41 GWh occurring at hour 17.

Figure 6: Generation profile by sources type for 2025 scenario

The load shedding is caused by the incapability of the gas and electric systems to supply the
demand under the simulated conditions for the 2025 scenario. Even though the GFPP’s capacity
is sufficient, the drop in gas pressure at Node 43 below the minimum safety limits triggers gas
curtailments that constrain the GFPP’s output. These results show that, for the 2025 scenario, the
existing gas transmission capability cannot fully sustain the generation schedule under the
assumed output of the installed RES capacities.
Table 2 shows that, for the studied system conditions, the majority of the generation comes from
CCGT, Bio and Lignite generation units. The total gas curtailment in the gas system amounts at
7.6E+06 m3. In this scenario, the non-electric gas demand amounts at 341.4 mcm/d.
Table 2: Generators and load shedding contribution to the total energy generation in percentage.
Year
Pump
Hydro
Nuclear CGT CCGT Coal Bio/Lignite
case
Storage

Oil

Wind Solar Import

Load
Shedding

2025

0.57

0.13

9.97

2.79

51.86 14.40

1.48

0.61

13.98

0.21

2.86

1.14

2035

0.72

0.17

8.20

2.84

65.22

6.46

0.68

0.25

12.93

0.52

1.89

0.12

2050

0.11

0

6.80

0

34.30

0

36.90

0

18.54

3.31

0.02

0

The 2035 analyses show that a maximum hourly load shedding of 0.67 GW occurring at hour 22.
Similarly, to the 2025 scenario, even though the GFPP’s capacity is sufficient, the drop in gas
pressure at Node 43 below the minimum safety limits triggers gas curtailments that constrain the
GFPP’s output. As illustrated in Table 2, the majority of the generation comes from CCGT, Bio and
Lignite generation units. The total gas curtailment in the gas system amounts at 5.14E+06 m3. In
this scenario, the non-electric gas demand amounts at 299.4 mcm/d.
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4.1.2 2050 scenario
The 2050 analyses show that the electric and gas load demands are satisfied at any time of the
day, with no load shedding and gas system pressure violations occurring (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Generation profiles by source type for 2050 scenario

Table 2 shows that, for the studied system conditions, the majority of the generation comes from
CCGT, Bio and Lignite generation units. In the 2050 scenario, non-electric gas demand amounts
at 185.5 mcm/d. An average wind curtailment (WPC) of 5 GW occurs due to line limits, which may
imply the need for additional capacity in the transmission system. However, it is pointed out that no
investments in the high-voltage transmission capability are considered in the analysed scenarios.
Furthermore, the location of conventional and RES plants is unchanged in all considered scenarios,
and capacities of the generators are scaled up or down to match the total installed capacities
provided by the EMPIRE model.

4.1.3 Linepack variations
The linepack in the gas network, i.e. the amount of gas stored into the pipelines, is varying due to
the change of the gas demand level over the day. The nodal gas injections are constant, such that
the gas network linepack is balanced every 24 hours as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Linepack variation for scenarios 2025, 2035 and 2050

Linepack variation decreases with time, due to decreasing gas demand in the scenario 2035 and
2050. In 2025 the maximum linepack variation is 46 mcm, in 2035 the maximum linepack variation
is 42 mcm and in 2050 the maximum linepack variation is 26 mcm.
The linepack simulations analyses show that the gas system has the capacity to inject the required
amount of gas in order to balance the daily demands even for the most demanding gas withdrawal
scenarios. In other words, the total linepack is restored at its initial level as scheduled in the 24hour balancing period. However, very large gas withdrawals can cause pressure violations
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(minimum pressure levels below safety limits) resulting in gas shedding for GFPP’s, thus causing
electrical load shedding, such as in the 2025 and 2035 scenarios.

4.2 Security analyses
The security analyses objective is to assess if the systems have the capability to withstand a loss
of a single component. Commonly known as N-1 security assessment. For the N-1 security
analyses, we have selected 99 lines, 60 conventional power plants, 9 solar power plant clusters,
14 wind power plant clusters and 21 gas network compressors, in total 203 contingencies in both
networks. One solar or wind cluster can contain more than one solar or wind power plants,
respectively, all connected to the same transmission system electric bus. When a failure is
simulated in one cluster, not all of the plants belonging to that cluster fail, but only a portion of it is
shut down.

4.2.1 2025 scenario

Figure 9: Maximum hourly load shedding in the no failure case and after the failure of electric lines,
power plants (PP), wind plats (WP), solar plants (SP) and compressors. The maximum load shedding,
in case the interaction with gas is neglected, is reported in black.

The loss of one component induces larger maximum load shedding in comparison to the reference
no failure case, with some exceptions. Figure 9 shows the component failure impact on the security
of supply, i.e. the maximum hourly load shedding. For example, the failure of PP 59, located in gas
node 43, reduces gas off-takes from the grid, and alleviates pressure conditions, resulting in almost
57% less load shedding. These results are affected by the gas constraints, which are imposed if a
pressure threshold is violated. In a case where the gas system is decoupled from the electrical
system and the GFPP’s are supplied with the required gas at any time of the day, the 2025 electric
system results to be resistant to almost all of the induced failures. In fact, only the failure of one
power plant resulted in 2 GW of load shedding, and one power plant in 0.2 GW of load shedding,
as shown in Figure (black colour). Figure shows only 50 line contingencies because 49 of the
electric lines are in a double circuit configuration. Therefore, the failure effect of the parallel lines is
equal and is represented only once in Figure .

4.2.2 2035 and 2050 scenarios
Similarly as in the 2025 scenario, in the 2035 scenario the loss of one component induces larger
maximum load shedding in comparison to the reference no failure case, with some exceptions. For
example, the failure of PP 58, located in gas node 43, reduces gas off-takes from the grid, and
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alleviates pressure conditions, resulting in zero load shedding. These results are affected by the
gas constraints, which are imposed if a pressure threshold is violated. Also in this scenario, when
the gas system is decoupled from the electrical system and the GFPP’s are supplied with the
required gas at any time of the day, the 2035 electric system results to be resistant to almost all of
the induced failures. Only the failure of three power plants resulted in 0.38 GW of load shedding,
and one power plant in 1.33 GW of load shedding, as shown in Figure 10(black colour).

Figure 10: Maximum hourly load shedding in the no failure case and after the failure of electric lines,
power plants (PP), wind plats (WP), solar plants (SP) and compressors. The maximum load shedding,
in case the interaction with gas is neglected, is reported in black.

The N-1 security assessment for the 2050 scenario shows no overloads in the transmission system
and no pressure violations in the gas system and thus no load shedding. The adequacy and the
security analyses for the 2025 and 2035 show that the pressure drop at gas network Node 43 is
one of the major initiators of electrical load and gas shedding in the electrical and gas systems,
respectively. A solution to this problem can be the installation of a new gas storage unit with
adequate capacity at Node 43, which could inject gas when the pressure drops in proximity to the
minimum pressure threshold. Furthermore, the capacities of the neighbouring storages or terminals
could be increased and adequately redirected towards Node 43.

5 Recommendations and conclusions
Through the implementation and analyses performed in this study, we focused on the role of
different supply-side flexibility options in the EU energy transition towards 2050. In order to highlight
the synergies among supply-side flexibility options, we have probably setup RES projections
somewhat optimistic compared to other studies. As noted earlier, this assumption was made to
create different conditions for the need of flexibility and to understand flexibility potentials from gas
based power generation. In short, based on the overall modelling methodology implemented and
the cases results, three main insights stand out: 1) stronger cross-border interconnection
(transmission upgrades and expansion) allows to share greater spatial availability of flexibility and
reduce overall costs; 2) in 2050, electricity storage, biomass and gas power plants are dancing
partners in complementing and integrating a large RES share; and 3) we notice that the impact of
investment decisions in 2025-2030 as critical years to strengthen the system flexibility in
preparation to the RES deployment in subsequent decades.
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Other main conclusions drawn from the analyses conducted on the deployment of several possible
flexibility options in the time horizon 2025-2050 are as follows:










Gas is an interesting flexibility option in the medium term. However, gas should be gradually
replaced by additional transmission and/or storage capacity in the long term. Thus, gas should
be mainly seen as a relevant transitional option and backup for the electricity system.
Overall, towards 2050, gas capacity stays strong, but its utilization drops significantly over time.
Meaning that it is mainly use for short-term variations and for contribution to peak time. Hence,
as a stand by capacity, it will require the design of capacity markets not only in electricity
markets, but perhaps also for gas networks.
Flexibility synergies: By either further reinforcing the transmission grid, while also deploying a
relevant amount of new storage capacity (Flexi-Grid case), or massively deploying new storage
capacity while not reinforcing the grid (Flexi-1 case), provides a significantly larger amount of
flexibility, and local firm capacity, to the electricity system than making use of the gas system
for the provision of this flexibility (Flexi-2 case). That is, the RES deployment amount is larger
through the deployment of storage and transmission than the amount that may be integrated
though a stronger integration of the gas and electricity systems. As a result of this, in order to
comply with emission targets and achieve a safe operation of the system, from the year 2035
on, additional wind (both onshore and offshore), biomass, and nuclear capacity needs to be
deployed when providing flexibility, largely, through the gas system. This produces a significant
increase in the system costs mainly noticeable in the medium-to-long term.
If storage costs decrease substantially, as assumed in the Flexi-Grid and Flexi 1 cases, the
optimal development of the transmission grid becomes limited, as it is the use made of this grid
at European level. This is due to the fact that, under these circumstances, local power injections
and withdrawals in each area could be largely balanced. Then, despite being relevant, power
exchanges among areas facilitated by additional capacity would remain limited. If the evolution
of storage costs were less optimistic, the size of power exchanges would become much larger
in the long term.
Regarding the reliability analyses of the coupled UK power and gas systems performed with
the Nexus-Security model, we observe that even under the most extreme and unlikely
conditions, the analyses show a decent level of adequacy for all years. The N-1 security
assessment showed a reasonable level of resilience of the coupled power and gas systems,
i.e. the loss of a single component under the assumed operational conditions will result with
load shedding in 2025 and 2035, without large or total system blackouts. The 2050 reliability
analyses show the most promising results, without experiencing any load shedding. In this
scenario, additional power system line capacity may be required, considering that no new
investments in power line capacity was projected. The Nexus-Security assessment noted
weakness in the gas system and provided possible solution for improvements. Overall, the
detailed reliability analyses of the coupled UK power and gas system confirm the capability of
the proposed modelling framework and the EMPIRE model to find the adequate generation mix
under the Flexi-2 analyses case.
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